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1. The preconditions and perfonaance standards that can
be applied to project aid are more alsar-cut and therefore
reasonable than those that can be applied to program aid. They
are more justifiable, moreover, in terms of the lending country’ a
weight (“leverage”) in the project involved: with about a
share in the financing of a project which, in turn, is only a
certain share of gross investment and future income in the
recipient-country ecory, the donor is in a strong position to
impose conditions about the way the project or recipient enterprise
should function (rate-raising, etc.). In program lending, on the
other hand, the donor country imposes conditions on the sccniic
policy of the country with about a l( financing of total irçorta,
and a minuscule contribution to G, At the same time the
seriousness of the conditions relative to the siificance of the
financing is much greater in the case of program lending than in
the case of p’oj,cts. Conditions are therefore likely to be
considered unreasonable--.and resisted, or sabotaged—--in program
lending more than in project lending.
For a project, ens asks that certain changes be made, egg.,
in the enterprises’s rate structure, that certain complementary
investments be made, that certain accounting practices be adopted.
It is relatively easy to verify that such a condition has been
met, and there is not much chance that. forces outside the
recipient enterprise’s control will interfere with its compliance.
With program lending, the situation is the opposite. Standards
of performanoe—or rather, performance itaelf---is more of a
qualitative thau quantitative naturej if quantitative, the
standards or goals are better drawn up as ranges of values rather
than as a eigle absolute-value target—nevertheless, such
conditions are usually expressed in tS. latter form. Zn addition,
there is more roan in program lending for forces outside the
policymaker’ a control to interfere with performance. Since
qualitative standards are bard to verify or to enforce, the donor
country ends up resorting to quantitative standards in a situation
where they reaily don’ t work. Thus the application of sanctions
when standards aren’t met is highly resented because the recipientcountry policymakers believe they are victim of events due to
forces beyond their control, and/or of the application of
unrealistic nasurea or performance,
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This point is particularly relevant to the case where
recipient-country policymaksrs are already in agreenent ith
the fiscal and monetary philosophy of the donor country. This
case can be just as counterproductive as its opposite; that is,
A.LD.
you, the recipient country, are 1nerable to even
“meddling” than the ieaward country because the donoz’-country
officiala think you are “one of the boys,” and therefore that
you are willing to accept a highly detailed friendship involving
gratuitous “technical advice” on how to reform your tax structure,
how to liberalize your tariffs, eto, &reover, because of your
agreant on general priaoiplea—-and because of the unworkability
of the performance standarda--—the donor country ends up being
highly demanding about smail details, and more and more concerned
with the “pErsonlity” aspects of the relationship (“does Delfim
keep his word?”, “does Gaapos consult us as much as be ehould?”),
The possible problems of this harmonious relationship are
of Delfi*’s exasperated oomeents at an AJ.D.
illustrated by
Fr’,’ie )nistry meeting where A.ZD. officiale conveyed their
concern over bow Delfim’s stabilization program was going
(it was soon after Deif in came to power). “I’That makes you think,”
he asked, “that I’m zt three times as worried about the possibility
of an inflationary resurgence as you are?!” In sun, the recipient
country’s reward for being and thinking “right” is perhaps more
interference than occurs in the lees wefl-behaved,. cognitivew
1?5ñI countries.)
2. The donor country is in any case likely to treat the
recipient country as a banker treats his client, whether on the
project or program eide I think this is more workable far a
project then for a country’s monetary and fiacal policy. In the
latter case, ther, is len of a body of technical “banker’s”
information to rely upon for drawing up the loan preconditions
and for judging performance, and there is more of a dinger in
erring by. simply transferring developed country techniques to
underdeveloped countries

3. It is less politically costly to be involved with the
“Americans” on a project loan than on a program loan, Projects
already take place in the world of “deals,” so that you are in
a situation wbre the native supplier who loses may be easily
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“bought off z” be can be prczniaed the contract for another,
noaforeignimfied project. In program lending, there is no
way to cpensat. the oosition.—not only because it would
undermine the program which is a precondition of the lending,
but because there is no way of buying the loser off ou_side the
policy conpiex uhich buys the finricing (in contrast to project
lending, where the disgruntled local supplier can be bought
off with the ecntract for aizther, unre)ated project).
The foUøing points hare to do with unfavorable aspects
of pro3act landing, or areas in which program lendi comes off
better than project lending.
1. Project leiwiing is not neceasarily less “irritating”
than program landing. The difference is that between alienating
one top-leel pc.icsker, or alienating ten tbird-lel policy
makers. Project lending contributes to a kind of damocratization
of reaent,isnt against American assistance; it reinforces the
vague distrust against American assistance With maw concrete
experiezes undergone by maw persons.
Prajeot lending is more uln.rable than program lending
to manipulation by outside camiercial interests (because there
are many more opportunities for these outside interests to gain
in project lending) i for example, the type of dam reoomuazuIed
by an American consulting firm may have less to do with the
existing local resource supply than with the alternative moat
agreeable to the American cany that wiU be able to supply
heavy’ construction equiuent. Project lending, therefore, lenda
itself to a more strictly’ ard.st interpretation of American
devslesnt assistae than does program landing. 1hereas program
lending is disliked by’ the recipient because of the “stupidity’”
or “conservatisa” or “meddling” of the landing country officials,
project leading, in contrast, is disliked as representing the
insidious hand of the iierialist econceiy’-.-and, what’s worse,
it pearm in the guise of the helping hand.
Any outright interference in razilian decisions by

American fini occurs through project, not program, lending.
Program landing could be labeled “political” interfsrence-.but it i the masked American-company interference that arouses
the iat virulent protest in the recipient country’, (Tue Alianca
pare o Progresso has been dubbed the “Alienee pare Negocios” by’
BrazilianS.) There seems to be much more awareness of, and
imeighing against, evidence of economic influence by American
firms in the &‘azilian economy’, in contrast to political influence,
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or program-loan pressure. ?erbapS because the proj sot inf1uee
is more visible than the latter: it occurs at lower levels
and probabLy on more frequent ocaaaione than political or
program-loan interference, and it ces to the surfac, in the un
hideable deals that accqaay the d.taUs of project lending.
Project lending, in si, is more manipulable by, and more
interesting to, outside financial interestS than program lngetheraby afirming recipient-country distrust about the motiva
of donor-country assistance. Ibreover, it is more difficult far
refoiaind.d døcr-countr official to attack this ‘riefarious
influence in pro3ects tba in program lending: in e former,
the influe does not appar in a clear-out policy 4soision,
but is the way hundreds of small tsckml.ca.l and microonnic
decisions happen to fall. Any attets at changing tSe way things
fall involve not changing a ortaim polióy, but izwolYe turr4ng
against a certain oasany (Brazilian or A*erioan) on a certain
decision. This ièada intothe next point.
2. It is more difficult to prevent uise and costly
,aomomio decisions in pro3ect lending than in program landing
because in the former case, deoieicza are made on both aides by
officials
involved in and ot concerned with macroecon4Xlzio
policy questions. At the same time that program lending involvement
is demanding that th. recipient country makS coemitments a out,
among other th{ngs, using more efficiently the existing productive
capacity, and attacking the unemployment problem, project lending
is encouraging the isortatiozi of equipment already fabricated
in the country, is encouraging the undertaking of highly capital
intqnsive projects. Project, lending, in short, tends to reinforce
the underdeveloped country ‘axtravagance and 0
“irrationality
that program lending is aupposed to hei wipe out. Zt undermines
the flsanitylt that program lending is supposed to introduce.
Project lending brings to the surface in the st graphic
way sone of the serious econio problems of the country—
uriploynant due partially to a capital-intensive iniust.rialization,
excess capacity in the capital goods industry, scarcity of
doaeatic ftning in relation to international financing---but
hfse w%ax?
rz%ionomic
recipient aides of the loan are entrepreneurial and banker
types,
not econnists or economic policymakera, the adverea econan
ic
aspects of a particular project’ a structure do not have
a
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repercussion in their financial analysis. It is not that project
officials are behaving wrongly as entrepreneurs, they cannot
be e#.cted to act like policy-making econiiste • It is, zathsr,
that the project-lending process falls into the hands of the
financial, rather than the econcnic, analyst. The te8ult is that
important opportunities to witmase the form in which eooncmic
problems appear, and to attack them---.thereb providing a truly
valuable technical aesistance—.are being lost. Serious
misaflocationa of resources therefore take place tbroh project
lending, simply because those who are concerned wish such problems,
who have the tre4.ii4, to daal with them, and who have the power
to impose decisions, are not involved in the project.J4r process.
They are too high up.
Program lending officials—though perhaps miaguided---are
more susceptible to eooncsd.,c reasoning, becaus. that is the
business of their type of “project.” Xndeed, when the structure
of a proposed project implies serious eooic costa, it is
easier to reach the ear of the uninvolved programlending people
than of those directly involved with the project. If the prej,ct
is financially sound, then the project people are impervious to
suggestions of change on ecox*nic grounds; the program people,
on the other h 3nd., can be aroused with the argument that the
4_the performance
physiogncany of the project is bound to
ram loan (this
uude
demanded of the recipient country
Seem, because most
may
it
as
is not as exaggerated a possibility
s that have
project
dollar project lending goes to large capital
economy).
ntry’s
rrt-cou
& significant repercussion in the recipie
This point perhaps cnee closer to being a reforzr’e
guide to atrateU within an aid-giving organization, rather
than a substantive difference between project and program aid.
But it does demetrat. the fact that program lending, in
1oftr” considerations than project aid.
theory, requires more t1
If program aid fails, it is due to misguided interference
and general ignorance, as well as the cumbersomeness of the aid
giving niechaniemj if project. aid. fails, it is due to the
unavoidable accessibility of private interests to the aid-giving
process • The former failure is due in great part to the
mediocrity of the donor-country aninitrators; the latter failure
is due to the structure of the aid-giving process, which is too
“pedestrian” and ndcroeconomic to include the develcsnent economist
or ecozaic polioyma1r.

